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MAGNETIC SCHRO¨DINGER OPERATORS AS THE QUASI-CLASSICAL
LIMIT OF PAULI-FIERZ-TYPE MODELS
MICHELE CORREGGI, MARCO FALCONI, AND MARCO OLIVIERI
Abstract. We study the quasi-classical limit of the Pauli-Fierz model: the system is com-
posed of finitely many non-relativistic charged particles interacting with a bosonic radiation
field. We trace out the degrees of freedom of the field, and consider the classical limit of
the latter. We prove that the partial trace of the full Hamiltonian converges, in resolvent
sense, to an effective Schro¨dinger operator with magnetic field and a corrective electric po-
tential that depends on the field configuration. Furthermore, we prove the convergence of
the ground state energy of the microscopic system to the infimum over all possible classical
field configurations of the ground state energy of the effective Schro¨dinger operator.
1. Introduction and Main Results
The relevance of Schro¨dinger operators with magnetic fields, also known as magnetic
Schro¨dinger operators (MSO) in modern Quantum Mechanics is testified by the amount of
work in the mathematical physics community on the topic, see [BNDP16, FH06, HILo17,
LMS17, Ray17], to mention just a few among the most recent ones. The main reason for this
interest is mainly related to the role played by MSO in several key phenomena of solid state
and condensed matter physics. The presence of a magnetic field is for instance a necessary
ingredient for both the integer and fractional Quantum Hall effects (see, e.g., [Fro¨94, ASY87]
for an introduction to Quantum Hall effects, from a mathematical standpoint). Periodic or
quasi-periodic Schro¨dinger operators with possibly slowly varying magnetic fields are involved
in the most relevant models for crystals and the motion of electrons therein [PST03]. MSO
are involved in the modelling of the response of a superconductor to an external magnetic
field, in particular for very intense fields, and the ultimate loss of superconductivity when
the field penetrates the sample entirely [CG17, CR16, FH10, SS07]. The structure of Landau
levels, i.e., eigenvalues of MSO, and the restriction to the lowest Landau level is responsible
for peculiar quantum phenomena [Nie07, RY15]. Singular magnetic fields, as the Aharonov-
Bohm fluxes, even appear in the effective description of two-dimensional particles obeying
to fractional statistics [LS13], giving rise to even more peculiar nonlinear effective models
[CLR17].
From the mathematical view point, the models related to the phenomena mentioned above
typically describe N non-relativistic quantum particles with Hamiltonian1
Nÿ
j“1
p´i∇j ´Apxjqq2 ` V px1, . . . ,xN q, (1.1)
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1For the sake of simplicity, we set c, ~ “ 1 and we assume that all the masses are equal to 1{2, while all the
charges equal ´1.
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where A is a classical vector potential, with magnetic field
Bpxq “ ∇ˆApxq, (1.2)
and x,xj P R3. The potential V contains the interaction among the particles as well as an
external trapping, if present.
In spite of their importance, however, MSO should be viewed as effective non-relativistic
models where the quantized field is assumed to be classical. A more fundamental model
is indeed obtained by coupling the non-relativistic particles to a radiation electro-magnetic
field, so obtaining a non-relativistic model of quantum electrodynamics. Whether such a
connection could be made rigorous in the appropriate classical limit is the question that we
address in this article. We can anticipate that the answer is positive, if a quasi-classical limit
is taken along the lines of [CF17], i.e., if the degrees of freedom of the quantized field can
be suitably approximated by their classical counterpart.
In order to state our main results we have however to specify what model of quantum elec-
trodynamics we choose and, because of its generality and simplicity, we focus on the class
of Pauli-Fierz (PF) models, or, more generally, systems described by PF-type Hamiltonians:
they are described by a minimal coupling between a conserved number of non-relativistic
quantum particles and a quantized photon field (in Coulomb gauge) and they were intro-
duced, as the name suggests, in the pioneering work [PF38]. Concretely, a PF-type Hamil-
tonian acts on the tensor space
H “ L2pR3N q b ΓspHq, (1.3)
where the first factor is associated to the particle degrees of freedom, while ΓspHq is the
bosonic Fock space with one-particle Hilbert space H “ h b C2, given by two copies of h.
For the sake of simplicity, we have considered here N spinless particles and chosen a three-
dimensional setting, although our results apply to other dimensions too; also the particles
might have spin and thus satisfy suitable symmetry constrains (see below). A PF operator
is then formally very similar to (1.1), i.e.,
H “
Nÿ
j“1
p´i∇j ´ϕpxjqq2 ` V px1, . . . ,xN q ` dΓp|k|q, (1.4)
where the major difference is that now ϕ stands for an operator acting on ΓspHq. In order to
give the precise expression of ϕ in the Coulomb gauge, one has to introduce the polarization
vectors: let e1pkq, e2pkq P R3 be two three-dimensional unit vectors, such that for a.e. k P R3,
k ¨ eγpkq “ 0, γ “ 1, 2,
and e1 ¨ e2 “ 0, i.e., kˆ, e1, e2 form a basis in R3. Then, the operator ϕ is given by
ϕpxq “
2ÿ
γ“1
ż
R3
dk
´
λ˚γpkqeik¨xaγpkq ` λγpkqe´ik¨xa:γpkq
¯
eγpkq, (1.5)
where λpkq P H is the particle form factor. The field energy dΓpωq is the second quantization
of a linear dispersion relation ωpkq “ |k|, i.e.,
dΓp|k|q “
2ÿ
γ“1
ż
R3
dk |k| a:γpkqaγpkq, (1.6)
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with aγ , a
:
γ the usual creation and annihilation operators satisfying the canonical commuta-
tion relations ”
aγpkq, a:γ1pk1q
ı
“ ε δγ,γ1 δpk´ k1q. (1.7)
As explained in detail in the monograph [Spo04], the Pauli-Fierz operators can be obtained
as the quantization of the Abraham model of extended non-relativistic classical charges cou-
pled to the classical electromagnetic field (see [Fal14] for a well-posedness result on the Abra-
ham model suitable for quantization and semiclassical analysis). Combining these quantum
and classical descriptions it is possible to cover a wide range of physical phenomena. In
this respect, MSO describe a physical situation that is intermediate between the PF and
Abraham models, in which the quantum nature of the particles is preserved, while the field
is macroscopic and therefore it behaves classically. This work provides exactly a bridge be-
tween the completely quantum PF regime and the intermediate quantum-classical regime of
MSO models.
We now provide more details about the quasi-classical regime we want to study: the
physical situation we are describing is the one of quantum particles interacting with a very
intense radiation field. The average number of field carriers, e.g., photons or phonons, is
thus very large and much larger than the commutator between the annihilation and creation
operators. From the mathematical view point, this is perfectly equivalent to rescale a and
a: (and therefore the number operator), so that the commutator ra, a:s is order ε and the
average number of carriers of order 1. In (1.7) and in the rest of the paper, we take this
point of view and investigate the quasi-classical limit εÑ 0 of the PF model.
We anticipate that our main result is that the partial trace of the PF Hamiltonian con-
verges in norm resolvent sense as ε Ñ 0 to an effective operator which is a MSO. The
magnetic field (and an additional unexpected electric field) of such a MSO are expressed in
terms of the classical state of the quantized field. Moreover, any reasonable MSO can be
obtained as the quasi-classical limit of a suitable PF-type Hamiltonian, although in this case
the convergence is a bit weaker (strong resolvent sense). Finally, we show convergence of the
corresponding ground state energies.
From the mathematical point of view, the quasi-classical limit of the PF Hamiltonian is
much more subtle than the one of other models of particle-radiation interaction. Indeed, the
coupling between the two subsystems in (1.4) is quadratic in the field operator instead of
linear as, e.g., in the Nelson-type operators or the polaron model (see [CF17]). In addition,
the coupling itself involves a non-multiplicative operator acting on the particle subsystem,
whose differential part is the gradient. This poses new technical challenges in the control of
the convergence of the terms involving the field operators along the classical limit. Finally,
when considering the ground state energy convergence, the massless dispersion relation of the
PF Hamiltonian is responsible for a convergence to more general classical states (cylindrical
Wigner measures) than in the massive case and a completely new machinery [Fal17] has to
be applied to attack the problem.
The plan of the paper is the following: the rest of this Sect. is devoted to a detailed
description of the model under investigation and the statement of our main results. The
proofs are contained in Sect. § 2 and 3. Two Appendices are devoted to a brief summary
of the tools of infinite dimensional semiclassical analysis used throughout the paper and a
discussion of the self-adjointness of the PF operator respectively.
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1.1. The microscopic model: Pauli-Fierz-type operators. Instead of focusing on the
three-dimensional case, and in order to be as much general as possible, we consider a PF-
type model in d dimensions, describing a quantum system composed by N non-relativistic
extended charges of the same mass (equal to 1{2) and spin, interacting with an electromag-
netic radiation field. The request that the particles have the same mass and spin is only for
the sake of presentation, and could be avoided. Moreover, we do not take into account the
particle statistics, but this can easily implemented in our analysis by suitably restricting the
particle Hilbert space. We shall partly borrow some notation from [Mat17].
The Hilbert space of the full system is
H “ L2 `ΛN ;Cs˘b ΓspHq,
where L2pΛN ;Csq, Λ Ă Rd open with smooth boundary, is the Hilbert space associated to
N particles with spin s´1
2
and moving inside the same space region Λ, which might as well
coincide with the whole Rd; ΓspHq is the Hilbert space corresponding to the radiation degrees
of freedom. Let us recall that
ΓspHq “
8à
n“0
Hbsn ,
with H the (separable) one-photon Hilbert space, that we assume to be of the form
H “ Cd´1 b L2pK,dνq (1.8)
for some σ-finite and locally compact measurable space pK,Σ, νq (momentum space). The
tensorization by Cd´1 takes into account all the possible polarizations. The standard creation
and annihilation operators a:p ¨ q and ap ¨ q satisfy the canonical commutation relations as in
(1.7), i.e, “
apfq, a:pgq‰ “ ε xf |gyH “ ε d´1ÿ
γ“1
xfγ |gγyL2pK,νq . (1.9)
Notice that in our convention apfq “ pa1pf1q, . . . , ad´1pfd´1qq is in fact a vector of d ´
1 operators acting on the degrees of freedom corresponding to different polarizations. In
addition, we shall need to consider vector valued functions for each polarization: given
functions F,G P Rd bH, we define the commutator
“
apFq, a:pGq‰ “ ε dÿ
i“1
xFi|GiyH “ ε
dÿ
i“1
d´1ÿ
γ“1
xFi,γ |Gi,γyL2pK,νq . (1.10)
Therefore in this case the creation/annihilation operators a:pFq and apGq have dpd ´ 1q
components2. As we have already commented on, ε ! 1 plays here the role of a scale
parameter, measuring the non-classical behavior of the field part of the system. This very
same role is played by ~, which is however set equal to 1 here, and therefore the limit εÑ 0
should be interpreted as a suitable scaling limit.
2Throughout the paper, we denote by bold-face letters vectors with either d, d´ 1, dpd´ 1q dN , dpd´ 1qN
components. It should always be clear from the context which is the case.
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The energy of the field is the second quantization of a dispersion relation ω : KÑ R, that
we suppose ν-almost everywhere strictly positive, in a way such that
dΓpωq “
d´1ÿ
γ“1
ż
K
dνpkq ωpkq a:γpkqaγpkq (1.11)
is a positive densely defined self-adjoint operator on the Fock space ΓspHq, and ω´1 is a
(possibly unbounded) densely defined self-adjoint multiplication operator on H. The case
ωpkq “ |k| is then recovered as a special case.
In order to complete the definition of the PF model, we also have to introduce the form
factors of the particles. Let Drω ` ω´1s Ă H be the domain of the closed quadratic form
associated to the multiplication operator ωpkq ` ω´1pkq on H. We pick a vector-valued
function
λ P L8
´
ΛN ;
`
Drω ` ω´1s˘dN¯ (1.12)
of the form
λpx1, . . . ,xN ;kq “
´
λ1px1;kqe1pkq, λ1px1;kqe2pkq, . . . , λjpxj ;kqeγpkq, . . .
¯
(1.13)
where λjp ¨ ; ¨ q P L8pΛ;L2pK, νqq, i.e., for a.e. xj P Λ, λjpxj ; ¨ q P L2pK, νq, and eγpkq P Rd,
γ “ 1, . . . , d´1, are the polarization vectors, i.e., kˆ, e1pkq, . . . , ed´1pkq form an orthonormal
basis in Rd for any k. Physically speaking, λj is the Fourier transform of the (signed) charge
distribution ρj : Kˆ Ñ R of the j-th particle (Kˆ – Λ is the configuration space), multiplied
by the factor ω´1{2pkqe´ik¨xj . Notice that we have implicitly chosen the Coulomb gauge for
the field, which is apparent in the request k ¨ eγ “ 0, for any γ “ 1, . . . , d ´ 1. Since we are
mostly interested in the Coulomb gauge for the magnetic potential ϕpλq, we assume for the
sake of simplicity that for a.e. xj P Λ, j “ 1, . . . , N and for all γ “ 1, . . . , d´ 1,
∇jλjpxj ;kq ¨ eγpkq “ 0. (A1)
To take into account also a possible coupling between the spin and the magnetic field,
which classically would have the usual form σ ¨B, we introduce another coupling factor
b P L8
´
ΛN ;
`
Drω´1s˘dN¯ (1.14)
of the form
bpx1, . . . ,xN ;kq “
´
b1px1;kqe1pkq, b1px1;kqe2pkq, . . . , bjpxj ;kqeγpkq, . . .
¯
. (1.15)
The physical meaning of this coupling is to provide the field coupled to the spin, e.g., in
d “ 3 it is the vector of components ∇xj ˆ λjpxj ;kq.
The PF Hamiltonian of the microscopic system is thus (the quadratic form associated to)
H “
”`´i∇´ϕpλq˘2 ` V ` dΓpωqıb 1Cs ´ σ ¨ ϕpbq , (1.16)
where
ϕpλq “ a:pλq ` apλq “
´
ϕ1,1pλ1q, . . . ,ϕ1,d´1pλ1q, . . . ,ϕj,γpλjq, . . .
¯
ϕj,γpλjpxjqq “ a:γ pλjpxjqeγq ` aγpλjpxjqeγq
“
ż
K
dνpkq “λjpxj ;kqeγpkqa:γpkq ` λ˚j pxj ;kqeγpkqaγpkq‰
(1.17)
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is the usual Segal field, interpreted as the quantum vector potential; V “ V px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xN q b
1Γ is the self-interaction potential among the particles; and σ “ pσ1, . . . ,σN q, σj “
pσj,1, . . . , σj,dq, is a vector of s ˆ s spin matrices. The latter is the only operator that
acts on the spin degrees of freedom non-trivially, coupled to the quantum magnetic field
ϕpbq (with components of the form (1.17)). In absence of spin, i.e., for s “ 1, this last term
should be dropped from the operator. The interaction potential V px1, . . . ,xN q is assumed
to be of the form
V px1, . . . ,xN q “ Văpx1, . . . ,xN q ` V`px1, . . . ,xN q ,
Vă P Kă
`
ΛN
˘
, V` P L1loc
`
ΛN ;R`
˘
,
(A2)
where Kă stands for the set of operators which are Kato-small as quadratic forms (in the
sense of KLMN Theorem [RS75, Theorem X.17])3:
KăpΛq “
!
U : ΛN Ñ R
ˇˇˇ
xψ|U |ψy ď a }∇ψ}22 ` C }ψ}22 ,@ψ P H10
`
ΛN
˘
,
for some a ă 1 and C ă `8
)
.
With the above assumptions, H is self-adjoint and bounded from below on Dp´∆D`V`qb
DpdΓpωqq (see Appendix B).
1.2. Quasi-classical limit. In order to study the effective behavior of the particles as εÑ 0,
we need to consider suitable ε-dependent Fock vectors, and then trace out the radiation
degrees of freedom with respect to such vectors. The aim is to prove that the resulting
effective operator on the particle space L2pΛN ;Csq has a limit (in suitable sense) as εÑ 0,
and that we can characterize such a limit as a MSO of the form (1.1).
For any state of the field represented by a normalized ε-dependent Fock vector Ψε P ΓspHq,
one can find a cylindrical measure µ P McylpHq and a sequence Ψεn , with εn P p0, 1q for all
n P N, such that in a suitable topology Ψεn converges to µ. To different sequences may
correspond different limits. It is convenient to adopt the following shorthand notation: let
µ be one cluster point of Ψε in the aforementioned topology, we denote by
Ψε ÝÝÝÑ
εÑ0
µ, (1.18)
the convergence of Ψε to µ along all suitable sequences. The corresponding convergences
of operators stated in the rest of the paper hold along the same sequences. Let us remark
that for the existence of the limit measure µ, no assumption on Ψε is needed, except for
its normalization as a vector in ΓspHq (Proposition A.2). It is however important to have
a probability measure on H, or on some other related space, as the semiclassical limit of a
quantum state. One possible sufficient condition to ensure that any cluster point µ of Ψε
is concentrated as a Radon probability measure is the following: there exists a δ ě 1 and a
finite constant C “ Cpδq ă `8 such that, uniformly in ε,
xΨε|dΓpωqδ |ΨεyΓspHq ď Cpδq. (A3)
Obviously, by interpolation, if the above assumption is satisfied for a given δ, then it holds
as well for any 0 ă δ ď δ. In fact, Assumption A3 ensures that any cluster point µ is
3Here and in the rest of the paper we denote by C ą 0 a generic finite constant whose value may change from
line to line.
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concentrated on the space
Hω :“ Cd´1 b L2ωpKq :“ Cd´1 b L2pK, ωdνq, (1.19)
(which shares a common dense subset with H), i.e., µ P M pHωq. In addition,ż
Hω
dµpzq ››?ωz››2δ
H
ď Cpδq, (1.20)
for any 0 ď δ ď δ (more details on these infinite dimensional semiclassical techniques,
together with bibliographic references, are given in Appendix A).
The partial trace with respect to the degrees of freedom of the field is a standard procedure
(see, e.g., [CF17, Proposition 3.3]), which yields, given an operator on H “ L2pΛ;CsqbΓspHq
and a vector of ΓspHq, a quadratic form on L2pΛ,Csq. Therefore, we set
Hε :“ xΨε|H |ΨεyΓspHq ´ cε , (1.21)
with
cε “ xΨε|dΓpωq |ΨεyΓspHq . (1.22)
Assumption (A3) guarantees that cε is uniformly bounded with respect to ε, however since
it amounts to a simple spectral shift of the effective Hamiltonian we drop it.
The quasi-classic counterpart of (1.21) is the MSO
Heffpµq “
Nÿ
j“1
!`´i∇j ´Aj,µpxjq˘2 ´ σj ¨Bj,µpxjq `Wj,µpxjq)` V px1, . . . ,xN q , (1.23)
where the classical fields are given by
Aj,µpxq “ 2Re
ż
Hω
dµpzq xz|λjpxqeˆyH (“mediated” magnetic potential) , (1.24)
Bj,µpxq “ 2Re
ż
Hω
dµpzq xz|bjpxqeˆyH (“mediated” magnetic field) , (1.25)
where eˆ stands for the vector (actually a tensor in Rd´1 ˆ Rd)
eˆ “ `e1, . . . , ed´1˘, (1.26)
of polarizations. Hence, the scalar product appearing in the above definition is meant, e.g.,
as the vector in Rd
xz|λjpxqeˆyH “
d´1ÿ
γ“1
xzγ |λjpxqeγyL2pK,dνq “
d´1ÿ
γ“1
ż
K
dνpkq z˚γ pkqλjpx;kqeγpkq.
The “electric” potential Wj,µpxq is explicitly given by
Wj,µpxq :“ 4
ż
Hω
dµpzq `Re xz|λjpxqeˆyH˘2 ´ 4
ˆ
Re
ż
Hω
dµpzq xz|λjpxqeˆyH
˙2
(1.27)
and could be thought of as the variance with respect to the measure µ of the “bare” vector
potential
azpx1, . . . ,xN q :“ 2Re xz|λyH : ΛN Ñ RdN , (1.28)
i.e.,
ř
j Wj,µpxjq “ µ
`
a2zpx1, . . . ,xN q
˘ ´ µ pazpx1, . . . ,xN qq2.
We can now formulate our first main result: we denote by ´∆D the Dirichlet Laplacian on
ΛN , i.e., the self-adjoint operator with domain Dp´∆Dq “ H20 pΛN q, and by Dr´∆D`V`s Ă
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L2pΛN ;Csq the domain of the closed quadratic form associated to the self-adjoint operator
´∆D ` V`; } ¨ } ´ res is short for the convergence in norm resolvent sense.
Theorem 1.1 (Effective Hamiltonian).
Let λ P L8`ΛN ; `Drω ` ω´1s˘dN˘, b P L8`ΛN ; `Drω´1s˘dN˘ and the assumptions (A1),
(A2) and (A3) be satisfied. In addition, let Ψε be a normalized vector in ΓspHq, such that
Ψε Ñ µ P M pHωq in the sense of (1.18). Then Hε, ε P p0, 1q, and Heff are self-adjoint on
the self-adjointness domain of ´∆D ` V` and
Hε
}¨}´resÝÝÝÝÑ
εÑ0
Heffpµq . (1.29)
Remark 1.2 (Vector potential).
The vector potential Aj,µ depends on the particle index j “ 1, . . . , N , i.e., each particle
interacts in a different way with the classical field. This is due to the difference in the charge
distributions: if all the function λj , j “ 1, . . . , N , were equal, then the magnetic potential
would be independent of j.
Remark 1.3 (Electric potential I).
The effective Hamiltonian Heff is a MSO, that differs however from the na¨ıvely expected form
because of the “variance” electric potentialWj,µ. The presence of such additional electric-like
potential is motivated by the fact that at the quantum level the expectation xϕ2yε differs in
general from xϕy2ε. As a matter of fact, we can construct explicit examples of sequences of
quantum Fock vectors for which the above limit is either different from zero (e.g., vectors with
an increasing fixed number of photons, each one in the same one-particle configuration) or
equal to zero (e.g., families of squeezed coherent states of minimal uncertainty). In general,
microscopic field configurations whose corresponding classical limit is not a Dirac’s delta
measure are expected to have a non-vanishing variance electric potential.
Remark 1.4 (Electric potential II).
As for the vector potential, the electric potential is in fact particle-dependent, i.e., each
particle feels a different field. This makes perfect sense in the physical picture, since the
particles are assumed to have different charge distributions or form factors. Furthermore, as
long as µ is a probability measure such that ap ¨ qpx1, . . . ,xN q and a2p ¨ qpx1, . . . ,xN q are both
measurable and integrable x1, . . . ,xN P ΛN -a.e., the electric potential is pointwise positive
a.e.:
Nÿ
j“1
Wj,µpxjq “ µ
`
a2zpx1, . . . ,xN q
˘´ µ pazpx1, . . . ,xN qq2
“ µ
´
a2zpx1, . . . ,xN q ´ 2µ pazpx1, . . . ,xN qq azpx1, . . . ,xN q ` µ pazpx1, . . . ,xN qq2
¯
“ µ
´
razpx1, . . . ,xN q ´ µ pazpx1, . . . ,xN qqs2
¯
ě 0 . (1.30)
Remark 1.5 (Regularity of the potentials).
With the above assumptions, the effective potential Aj,µ and field Bj,µ, as well as the
effective electric potential Wj,µ are all regular, i.e., continuous and vanishing at infinity.
This is apparent also in the fact that the domains of self-adjointness of Hε and Heff coincide.
The last Remark 1.5 motivates a deeper investigation of the quasi-classical limit: a large
class of magnetic fields is indeed excluded from the result in Theorem 1.1, because of the
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regularity and boundedness of both Aj,µ and Bj,µ. For instance, uniform magnetic fields for
which Apxq 9 xK can not be generated in the quasi-classical regime, if the assumptions on
the state of the field in Theorem 1.1 are met. It is thus intriguing to drop such assumptions
and see whether this allows to reach a larger class of MSOs. This is the content of next
result, where for the sake of simplicity we drop the spin dependence of the Hamiltonian and
assume that the quantum particles are spinless. Let then A be a generic vector potential
and V an electric field, such that
A P L2loc
´
Λ;Rd
¯
, V P Kă
`
ΛN
˘` L1loc `ΛN ;R`˘ . (1.31)
We denote by HA,V the corresponding MSO, i.e.,
HA,V “
Nÿ
j“1
`´i∇j ´Apxjq˘2 ` V px1, . . . ,xN q, (1.32)
which is self-adjoint on a suitable domain contained in L2pΛN q. We use the short notation
s´ res for the convergence in strong resolvent sense.
Theorem 1.6 (Effective Hamiltonian: rougher electromagnetic fields).
Let HA,V be any self-adjoint MSO of the form (1.32) with A and V satisfying (1.31). Then,
there exist a self-adjoint microscopic PF-type Hamiltonian HA,V on L2pΛN q b ΓspHq of
spinless non-point-like quantum charges coupled to quantized electromagnetic radiation, and
a family pΨεqεPp0,1q of quantum configurations of the radiation field realizing HA,V in the
quasi-classical limit, i.e., denoting by HA,Vε :“
@
Ψε
ˇˇ
HA,V ´ dΓpωqˇˇΨεDΓspHq the partial trace
of HA,V ´ dΓpωq,
HA,Vε
s´resÝÝÝÑ
εÑ0
HA,V . (1.33)
Remark 1.7 (Field states).
There are many possible choices of coupling factors λ and states Ψε in Theorem 1.6 (see Sect.
§ 2.2 for some explicit examples). Let us remark here that the sequence of states pΨεqεPp0,1q,
along which the quasi-classical limit is taken, can be explicitly chosen (see (2.18)), once the
magnetic potential A is given, and the coupling factor is fixed. More precisely, we construct
Ψε as a suitable squeezed coherent state, whose argument depends on A. A similar strategy
was actually followed in [CF17] to show that certain field states can give rise to trapping
(electric) potentials in the quasi-classical limit of Nelson-type models. We stress that, exactly
as in that case, the energy of the field cε might as well diverge as ε Ñ 0, which is to be
expected since the classical field so generated is singular (e.g., it is unbounded).
Remark 1.8 (Alternative approach).
Another way to obtain interesting vector potentials, such as the aforementioned xK, could
be to use more singular form factors λ. However, there are some difficulties connected with
this strategy, namely that the operator Hε may not be self-adjoint or even densely defined,
and that one should choose a very specific combination of coupling factor and sequence of
semiclassical states in order to obtain the desired limit.
We now work out an explicit example in order to clarify the meaning of the above Theorem.
The final goal will be the derivation of a magnetic Scho¨dinger operator with uniform magnetic
field. Let then
A “ 1
2
xK “ 1
2
p´y, x, 0q (1.34)
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be the vector potential generating a unitary magnetic field along zˆ in d “ 34, with V “ 0,
N “ 1. Let also tξεpkquεPp0,1q be a family of compactly supported mollifiers, and set ∇K “
p´By, Bx, 0q. In addition, choose
λpx;kq “
2ÿ
γ“1
1a
|k|
e´
|k|2
2 e´ik¨xeγpkq ;
and
Ψε “ exp
"
i
4ε
2ÿ
γ“1
ż
R3
dk
a
|k|e |k|
2
2
´
a:γpkq
`
eγ ¨∇Kξε
˘ pkq ` aγpkq `eγ ¨∇Kξε˘˚ pkq¯
*
Ω,
with Ω P ΓspHq the vacuum vector. Then, Theorem 1.6 yields the convergence (in this
specific case there is actually no need of sequence extraction)
HA,0ε
s´resÝÝÝÑ
εÑ0
HA,0 “ `´i∇´ 1
2
xK
˘2
,
for the vector potential A given by (1.34).
It could also be interesting to couple the quasi-classical limit on the field with a mean field
limit on the particles, i.e., to let N Ñ 8. In that case, either if we take the limit N Ñ 8
before or after the limit ε Ñ 0, the Hamiltonian converges to the same non-linear effective
energy functional, describing the mean-field interaction of one particle with the classical field.
The effective model is in this case the same obtained considering the coupled limit N91
ε
, as
ε Ñ 0. Such a coupled limit has been studied in the dynamical setting for the Nelson and
Pauli-Fierz models in [Fal13, AF14, AF17] and [LP17], respectively.
1.3. Ground state energy. In this section we study the behaviour of the ground state
energy of the microscopic Hamiltonian (1.16) in the quasi-classical limit εÑ 0. The ground
state energy of Pauli-Fierz-type operators is defined as
σpHεq :“ inf
 
λ P R | λ P σpHεq
(
(1.35)
where we have emphasized the dependence on ε of H by adding a label. Concretely, the
quantity can be computed via a suitable minimization of the energy quadratic form, e.g.,
σpHεq “ inf
ψPDrHεs, }ψ}H “1
xψ|Hε|ψy
with DrHεs the form domain of Hε (or any core for it).
Analogously, it is possible to define the ground state energy for the effective models
σ
`
Heffpµq
˘
, taking into account that the effective Hamiltonians depend on the Wigner mea-
sure µ P Hω, describing the classical state of the field. Heuristically, the ground state energy
of the microscopic system is expected to converge in the quasi-classical limit to the infimum
over all possible classical configurations, which can be obtained as classical limits of vectors
in the domain of Hε, of the effective ground state energies. In fact, as we are going to see,
it is sufficient to consider the smaller minimization domain (recall the definition of Hω in
(1.19))
M2,ω :“ M2 pHωq “
"
µ P M pHωq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Hω
dµpzq ››?ωz››2
H
ă `8
*
. (1.36)
4The computation can be reproduced also in d “ 2 by simply projecting all the quantities on the plane x, y.
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The second moment of µ, which is finite for any µ P M2,ω, is also the classical limit of the
average free energy of photons (see Corollary A.5):
cpµq :“
ż
Hω
dµpzq ››?ωz››2
H
“ lim
εÑ0
cε , (1.37)
provided Ψε Ñ µ in the sense of (1.18). We recall that cε given by (1.22) is the energy of
the field on the state Ψε.
Theorem 1.9 (Ground state energy convergence).
Let λ P L8`ΛN ; `Drω ` ω´1s˘dN˘, b P L8`ΛN ; `Drω´1s˘dN˘ and the assumptions (A1) and
(A2) be satisfied. Then,
lim
εÑ0
σpHεq “ inf
µPM2,ω
´
σ pHeffpµqq ` cpµq
¯
. (1.38)
Remark 1.10 (Boundedness from below).
Since by Theorem B.1 Hε is bounded from below with bound uniform in ε, a byproduct of
Theorem 1.9 is that the r.h.s. of (1.38) is also a quantity which is bounded from below. This
was indeed not a priori obvious and, in order to hold true, the presence of the field energy
cpµq is in fact crucial.
2. Convergence in the Quasi-classical Limit
This Section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.1 and 1.6 on the convergence of the
partial trace of the PF Hamiltonian to a suitable effective MSO.
2.1. Convergence to the effective Hamiltonian. Proof of Theorem 1.1 is split in several
steps: we first identify the operator Hε given by (1.21); next we show that it is self-adjoint
on a suitable domain, where the effective operator Heff is self-adjoint too; then we prove
pointwise convergence as ε Ñ 0 and the proof is thus completed by exploiting a dominated
convergence argument.
We first notice that, under the assumptions (A1), (A2) and (A3), we can explicitly identify
the partial trace of H, i.e., the operator (1.21), which takes the form
Hε “ ´∆D `
@
ϕ2
D
ε
px1, . . . ,xN q ` i
`
α˚ε px1, . . . ,xN q ¨∇`∇ ¨αεpx1, . . . ,xN q
˘
´ σ ¨Bε px1, . . . ,xN q ` V px1, . . . ,xN q (2.1)
where @
ϕ2
D
ε
px1, . . . ,xN q “ xΨε|ϕpλpx1, . . . ,xN qq ¨ ϕpλpx1, . . . ,xN qq |ΨεyΓspHq , (2.2)
αε px1, . . . ,xN q :“ xΨε| apλ px1, . . . ,xN qqΨεyΓspHq , (2.3)
Bε px1, . . . ,xN q :“ xΨε|ϕ pb px1, . . . ,xN qq |ΨεyΓspHq . (2.4)
We also denote by Aj,ε, Bj,ε the components of αε `α˚ε , Bε respectively, i.e.,
Aj,εpxq :“
d´1ÿ
γ“1
@
Ψε
ˇˇ
a:γ pλj,γpxqeγq ` aγ pλj,γpxqeγq
ˇˇ
Ψε
D
ΓspHq
, (2.5)
Bj,εpxq :“
d´1ÿ
γ“1
@
Ψε
ˇˇ
a:γ pbj,γpxqeγq ` aγ pbj,γpxqeγq
ˇˇ
Ψε
D
ΓspHq
. (2.6)
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We start by proving self-adjointness of Hε, ε P p0, 1q, and Heff with the aforementioned
assumptions (for a matter of convenience, we omit the explicit dependence on µ of Heffpµq
in the rest of this section). We denote by qHε and qHeff the quadratic forms associated to
Hε and Heff respectively.
Proposition 2.1 (Self-adjointness of Hε and Heff).
Let q0,Dr ¨ s “ x ¨ | ´ ∆D ` V` | ¨ yL2pΛN ;Csq be the closed form with domain Dr´∆D ` V`s.
Then, the quadratic forms qHε ´ q0,D, ε P p0, 1q, and qHeff ´ q0,D are Kato-small w.r.t. q0,D.
Proof. By hypothesis, we already know that Vă P KăpΛN q is a Kato-small perturbation. We
now show that, for any j “ 1, . . . , N ,
αε P L8
´
ΛN ;CdN
¯
; Bj,ε , Aj,µ , Bj,µ P L8
´
Λ;RdN
¯
;@
ϕ2
D
ε
, Wj,µ P L8
`
ΛN ,R
`
˘
,
(2.7)
uniformly w.r.t. ε P p0, 1q. Since the proofs are basically the same, for the sake of brevity,
we take into account only one ε-function and one µ-function. Let us consider first
@
ϕ2
D
ε
:
ˇˇ@
ϕ2
D
ε
px1, . . . ,xN q
ˇˇ ď Nÿ
j“1
d´1ÿ
γ“1
››ϕpλjpxjqeγqΨε››2ΓspHq
ď 2
Nÿ
j“1
d´1ÿ
γ“1
”››apλjpxjqeγqΨε››2ΓspHq ` ››a:pλjpxjqeγqΨε››2ΓspHq
ı
ď 4d
Nÿ
j“1
sup
xPRd
„››ω´1{2λjpxq››2L2pK,dνq
›››dΓpωq1{2Ψε›››2
ΓspHq
` ε }λjpxq}2L2pK,dνq

.
It then follows that››@ϕ2D
ε
››
L8pΛN q
ď 4
”
Cp1q››ω´1{2λp ¨ q››2
L8pΛN ;Hq
` ε››λp ¨ q››2
L8pΛN ;Hq
ı
, (2.8)
where Cp1q is the constant Cpδq defined in (A3) for δ “ 1. The estimate of Aj,µ is very
similar:
|Aj,µpxq| ď 2
ż
Hω
dµpzq ˇˇxz|λjpxqyH ˇˇ ď 2››ω´1{2λp ¨ q››L8pΛN ;Hq
ż
Hω
dµpzq ››?ωz››
H
ď 2Cp1
2
q››ω´1{2λp ¨ q ››2
L8pΛN ;Hq
,
(2.9)
again by (A3) (see also (1.20)). Using then the assumption (1.12) on λ, the result easily
follows. In the case of quantities depending on b, one can easily reproduce the argument
and use (1.14).
Once the uniform boundedness of the quantities in (2.7), it is straightforward to get the
final result, i.e., Kato-smallness of the quadratic forms in the statement (in fact, infinitesimal
Kato-smallness of all the terms but Vă). 
Next, we prove the pointwise convergence a.e. w.r.t. x P Λ of Aj,ε and Bj,ε to Aj,µ and
Bj,µ respectively. Similarly, we also prove the a.e. pointwise convergence in Λ
N of xϕ2yε to
µ
`
a2z
˘
(see (1.28) for the definition).
Lemma 2.2 (Pointwise convergence).
Let Ψε P ΓspHq normalized satisfy (A3), so that Ψε Ñ µ P M
`
Hω
˘
in the sense of (1.18).
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Then, for a.e. x P Λ and for any j “ 1, . . . , N ,
Aj,εpxq εÑ0ÝÝÝÑ Aj,µpxq, Bj,εpxq εÑ0ÝÝÝÑ Bj,µpxq. (2.10)
Moreover, for a.e. x1, . . . ,xN P ΛN ,@
ϕ2
D
ε
px1, . . . ,xN q ÝÝÝÑ
εÑ0
µ
`
a2z px1, . . . ,xN q
˘
. (2.11)
Proof. The idea is to use the tools of semiclassical analysis in infinite dimensions outlined
in Appendix A (see [AN08, Fal17] for additional details). Let us start with Aε: we need to
prove that the corresponding Fock space operator-valued vector ϕpλq is actually the Wick-
quantization of a compact (finite-rank) symbol.
Using the correspondences (A.1) and (A.2), we may write for any j “ 1, . . . , N , γ “
1, . . . , d´ 1 and a.e. x P Λ:
ϕjpλjpxqq “
d´1ÿ
γ“1
”
xλjpxqeγ |zγyWickL2pK,dνq ` xzγ |λjpxqeγyWickL2pK,dνq
ı
“ xλjpxqeˆ|zyWickHω ` xz|λjpxqeˆy
Wick
Hω
“: s1,xpzqWick ` s2,xpzqWick ,
where we have kept track of the dependence on the particle coordinate x P Λ. Notice that
we have used the compact notation z “ `z1, . . . , zd´1˘ P H. The classical functions si,X,
i “ 1, 2, are actually polynomial symbols in the sense of Definition A.1: one can easily see
that it is possible to write
s1,xpzq “ x1|s˜1,x zyC , s2,xpzq “ xz|s˜2,x 1yH ,
where s˜1,x : H Y Hω Ñ C is simply the projection onto λjpxqeγ component-wise, while
s˜2,x : CÑ HYHω multiplies any complex number by λjpxqeγ again component-wise. Under
the assumptions we made on λ, both operators s˜i,x, i “ 1, 2, are bounded and, in fact,
s˜2,x “ s˜:1,x. Furthermore, both s˜1,x and s˜2,x are finite-rank and thus compact. For the
first one it is obvious, but also the range of s˜2,x is the one-dimensional subspace spanned by
λjpxqeγ , γ “ 1, . . . , d´1. In conclusion, for any x P Λ, s1,x P P81,0
`
Hω
˘
and s2,x P P80,1
`
Hω
˘
.
Applying now Proposition A.4, we obtain
Aj,εpxq “ xΨε |ϕj pλjpxqq|ΨεyΓspHq
“
A
Ψε
ˇˇˇ
s1,xpzqWick ` s2,xpzqWick
ˇˇˇ
Ψε
E
ΓspHq
ÝÝÝÑ
εÑ0
ż
Hω
dµpzq ps1,xpzq ` s2,xpzqq
“ 2Re
ż
Hω
dµpzq xz|λjpxqeˆyH “ Aj,µpxq , (2.12)
for a.e. x P Λ.
The proof for Bε is perfectly analogous. Let us outline the proof for xϕ2yε. Using the
canonical commutation relations and (A.4), we obtain
ϕpλq ¨ ϕpλq “
Nÿ
j“1
”
papλjpxjqeˆqq2 `
`
a:pλjpxjqeˆq
˘2 ` 2a:pλjpxjqeˆq ¨ apλjpxjqeˆq ` ε }λj eˆ}2Hdı
“:
Nÿ
j“1
”
s3,xjpzqWick ` s4,xjpzqWick ` s5,xjpzqWick ` ε }λj eˆ}2Hd
ı
,
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where apvq2 “ apvq ¨ apvq and similarly for a:, and we have omitted the dependence on j of
the symbols to simplify the notation, since the behavior is perfectly the same. The above
symbols have the following explicit forms
s3,xpzq “ x1 |s˜3,xzb zyC , s4,xpzq “ xzb z |s˜4,x 1yHbsH , s5,xpzq “ xz |s˜5,x zyH ;
where s˜3,x : pHbs HY Hω bs Hωq2 Ñ C and s˜4,x : C Ñ pHbs HY Hω bs Hωq2 are actually
one the adjoint of the other, i.e., s˜4,x “ s˜:3,x, and s˜5,x maps H bs H Y Hω bs Hω to itself.
Following the same reasoning as above, one can easily show that any s˜j,x, j “ 3, 4, 5, is finite
rank. Let us prove it explicitly for s˜5,x: it has the form of a (non-orthogonal) projector
|λjpxqy xλjpxq| ,
and thus its range is the one-dimensional space spanCtλx,ju. Therefore, we conclude that
s3,xpzq P P82,0
`
Hω
˘
, s4,xpzq P P80,2
`
Hω
˘
, and s5,xpzq P P81,1
`
Hω
˘
for any j “ 1, . . . , N and
a.e. x P Λ. Then again by Proposition A.4, we get the convergence
xΨε |ϕpλq ¨ϕpλq|ΨεyΓspHq ÝÝÝÑεÑ0 µ
`
a2z px1, . . . ,xN q
˘
.

In the proof of Theorem 1.1, we also need the following technical estimate.
Lemma 2.3.
For any 0 ď r ď 1, ´ξ P ̺pHeffq, and φ P L2pΛN ;Csq, pHeff ` ξq´1φ P HrpΛN ;Csq. In
particular, there exists a finite constant C, such that
∥
∥pHeff ` ξq´1φ
∥
∥
HrpΛN ;Csq
ď C∥∥φ∥∥
L2pΛN ;Csq
.
Proof. For r “ 0, the result holds trivially. It is then sufficient to prove it for r “ 1, and
obtain all the intermediate cases by interpolation, or, since we do not need to optimize the
constants, simply using that p1 ` |K|2qr ď p1 ` |K|2qr1 , for any r ď r1 (K being the dual
variable of X P ΛN ).
For r “ 1, we can use the trivial identity for any ψ P H2pΛN ;Csq
‖ψ‖2H1pΛN ;Csq “ xψ |1´∆D|ψyL2pΛN ;Csq
where we recall that ∆D :“ ∆Db1sˆs is the Laplacian with domain H20 pΛN ;Csq. In fact, by
positivity of the Laplacian, the above identity also holds true as an inequality in the whole
L2pΛN ;Csq. Therefore, assuming without loss of generality that ξ P R, we have that
∥
∥pHeff ` ξq´1φ
∥
∥2
H1pΛN ;Csq
ď @pHeff ` ξq´1φˇˇ 1´∆D ` V` ˇˇpHeff ` ξq´1φD2
“ @pHeff ` ξq´1φ ˇˇpHeff ` ξqpHeff ` ξq´1φD2
`
Nÿ
j“1
@pHeff ` ξq´1φˇˇ´ 2iAj,µpxjq ¨∇j ` σj ¨Bj,µpxjq ˇˇpHeff ` ξq´1φD2
´ @pHeff ` ξq´1φˇˇµ `a2z px1, . . . ,xN q˘` Văpx1, . . . ,xN q ˇˇpHeff ` ξq´1φD2
` p1´ ξq‖pHeff ` ξq´1φ‖22 .
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Hence, by the boundedness of pHeff ` ξq´1 for any ´ξ P ̺pHeffq,
∥
∥pHeff ` ξq´1φ
∥
∥2
H1pΛN ;Csq
ď pδ ` αăq
∥
∥pHeff ` ξq´1φ
∥
∥2
H1pΛN ;Csq
` C
„
1`
Nÿ
j“1
´
1
δ
}Aj,µ}2L8pΛ;Rdq ` }σj}MsˆspCq }Bj,µ}L8pΛ;Rdq
¯
` ››µ `a2z˘››L8pΛN q

‖φ‖22
ď pδ ` αăq
∥
∥pHeff ` ξq´1φ
∥
∥2
H1pΛN ;Csq
` C‖φ‖22,
where δ ą 0 is arbitrary, 0 ă αă ă 1 is the relative form bound of Vă w.r.t. ´∆D, and we
have included the estimate of the norm of pHeff ` ξq´1 in the constant C. We now pick δ
small enough, in such a way that δ ` αă ă 1. Then, we get
∥
∥pHeff ` ξq´1φ
∥
∥2
H1
ď C p1´ δ ´ αăq´1 ‖φ‖22,
which yields the result. 
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let ´ξ P ̺pHεq X ̺pHeffq uniformly in ε, i.e., there exists C ą 0 so
that distp´ξ, σpHεqq ą C. By the second resolvent identity,
Iε :“
››pHε ` ξq´1 ´ pHeff ` ξq´1››
“ sup
ψ,φ PL2pΛN ;Csq
}ψ}2,}φ}2ď1
ˇˇˇA
ψ
ˇˇˇ
pHε ` ξq´1 pHε ´Heffq pHeff ` ξq´1
ˇˇˇ
φ
Eˇˇˇ
,
and therefore
Iε ď sup
ψ,φ PL2pΛN ;Csq
}ψ}2,}φ}2ď1
" ˇˇ@pHε ` ξq´1ψ ˇˇ@ϕ2Dε ´ µ `a2z˘ˇˇ pHeff ` ξq´1φDˇˇ
`
Nÿ
j“1
ˇˇ@pHε ` ξq´1ψˇˇ i∇j ¨ pAj,ε ´Aj,µq ´ σj ¨ pBj,ε ´Bj,µq ˇˇpHeff ` ξq´1φDˇˇ
*
.
The idea is now to exploit the x-a.e. pointwise convergence proven in Lemma 2.2 to show
the convergence of the expression above. The strategy is in fact common to all the terms,
so let us consider only a single summand of the second term on the r.h.s., i.e., explicitly
IεpAq :“ sup
ψ,φ PL2pΛN ;Csq
}ψ}2,}φ}2ď1
ˇˇ@pHε ` ξq´1ψˇˇ i∇j ¨ pAj,ε pxjq ´Aj,µ pxjqq ˇˇpHeff ` ξq´1φDˇˇ .
By Schwartz inequality and Lemma 2.3, i.e., the fact that ∇jpHε ` ξq´1ψ P L2pΛN ;Csq for
any j “ 1, . . . , N , with norm uniformly bounded w.r.t. ε, j, and ψ, whenever ‖ψ‖ ď 1, we
obtain
IεpAq ď C sup
φ PL2pΛN ;Csq
}φ}2ď1
››pAj,ε ´Aj,µq pHeff ` ξq´1φ ››L2pΛN ;Csq . (2.13)
Fix now R ą 0, and set
UR “
 
X P ΛN ˇˇ |X| ď R( .
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Splitting ΛN “ UR Y U cR, we can use Ho¨lder inequality to obtain
››pAj,ε ´Aj,µq pHeff ` ξq´1φ ››22 ď s
ż
ΛN
dX |Aj,εpxjq ´Aj,µpxjq|2
ˇˇpHeff ` ξq´1φpXqˇˇ2
ď s
˜ż
|x|ďR
dx |Aj,εpxq ´Aj,µpxq|2p
¸1{p ››pHeff ` ξq´1φ››22p1
` s }Aj,ε ´Aj,µ}2L8pΛ;Rdq
ż
Uc
R
dX
ˇˇpHeff ` ξq´1φpXqˇˇ2 ,
for any 1
p
` 1
p1
“ 1. Now, we would like that 1 ď p1 ă dN
dN´2 , for dN ě 2 (in order to use
Sobolev embedding), and that in addition p ă 8, i.e., p1 ą 1. By taking
p1 “
$&
%2, if dN ď 4,dN
dN´2 , if dN ą 4,
all the requests are met, and thus we get
p “
$&
%2, if dN ď 4,1
2
dN, if dN ą 4.
In addition, let us recall that by (2.7)
}Aj,ε ´Aj,µ}L8pΛ;Rdq ď C ă `8 ,
uniformly w.r.t. ε P p0, 1q. Therefore, by Sobolev embedding and Lemma 2.3,
IεpAq ď C sup
φPL2pΛ;Csq
}φ}2ď1
"ˆż
|x|ďR
dx |Aj,εpxq ´Aj,µpxq|2p
˙1{p ››pHeff ` ξq´1φ››2p1
`
ż
Uc
R
dX
ˇˇpHeff ` ξq´1φpXqˇˇ2
*
C sup
φ PL2pΛ;Csq
}φ}2ď1
"ˆż
|x|ďR
dx |Aj,εpxq ´Aj,µpxq|2p
˙1{p ››pHeff ` ξq´1φ››HrpΛN ;Csq
`
ż
Uc
R
dX
ˇˇpHeff ` ξq´1φpXqˇˇ2
*
.
On the r.h.s., the first term converges to zero as ε Ñ 0 by dominated convergence, since
Aj,εpxq´Aj,µpxq converges to zero x P Λ-a.e. by Lemma 2.2. The second term converges to
zero as RÑ 8, because U cR “ ∅ for any R large enough, when Λ is bounded, and, when Λ
is unbounded, it converges to zero because pHeff ` ξq´1φ P L2pΛN ;Csq, with norm uniformly
bounded thanks to the condition ‖φ‖2 ď 1. Taking first the limit ε Ñ 0 and then R Ñ 8,
we get the result. 
2.2. Rougher electromagnetic fields. As discussed in Remark 1.5, the effective poten-
tialsAj,µ and fieldsBj,µ, µ P M
`
Hω
˘
, as well as the variance electric potentialsWj,µ obtained
in Theorem 1.1 via the quasi-classical limit are all bounded (actually continuous and vanish-
ing at infinity). This is due to the regularity assumption (A3) that we made on the family
of Fock quantum vectors pΨεqεPp0,1q . It is therefore interesting to figure out whether it is
possible to obtain MSOs with less regular Aj,µ, Bj,µ and Wj,µ relaxing (A3).
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Thanks to Remark 1.4, in order to ensure that Heffpµq to be self-adjoint, we need to
request that (see, e.g., [LS81, Mat17])
Aj,µ P L2locpΛ;Rdq, Wj,µ P L1locpΛq,
for any j “ 1, . . . , N , and ´σj ¨Bj,µ combined with the negative part of V is form-bounded
w.r.t. the Laplacian, i.e.,
Nÿ
j“1
}σj ¨Bj,µ}Cs ` V´ P KăpΛq ,
where V´ “ ´mintV, 0u.
For the sake of simplicity, let us fix s “ 1 in the following discussion (s “ 1 corresponds
to spinless particles, hence there is no Zeeman term in the effective Hamiltonian). Now,
removing Assumption A3 altogether we still have convergence, up to an eventual subsequence
extraction, of Ψε to a cylindrical measure M on L
2pK, νq, i.e., to a Radon probability measure
µM on the Hausdorff completion H “ L2pK, νqweak of L2 endowed with the weak topology.
In addition, all the cylindrical measures are reached by suitable sequences of quantum states
[Fal16]. Furthermore, since the symbols involved in the limit are cylindrical (finite rank), as
discussed in the proof of Lemma 2.2, it is possible to prove pointwise convergence for generic
cylindrical measures, provided ap ¨ qpx1, . . . ,xN q and a2p ¨ qpx1, . . . ,xN q are M -integrable as
cylindrical functions [Fal17]. Finally, if the measure µM is a linear map from L
p
locpΛˆH;W q
into LplocpΛ;W q for p “ 1, 2 (for any W finite dimensional real vector space), we get
Aj,µM “ 2Re
ż
H
dµpzq xz|λjpxqeˆyH P L2locpΛ;Rdq, Wj,µM P L1locpΛ;R`q
whenever azpx1, . . . ,xN q P L2locpΛN ˆ H;RdN q. If these assumptions are satisfied, we can
prove the convergence in strong resolvent sense
Hε
s´resÝÝÝÑ
εÑ0
HeffpµM q .
If λ is “not too regular”, the effective magnetic potential vector Aj,µM and the variance
electric potential Wj,µM may also be non-smooth, e.g., they may belong to L
2
locpΛ;Rdq r
L2pΛ;Rdq and L1locpΛ;R`qr L1pΛ;R`q respectively for any j.
There is an inconvenience hidden in the above discussion, namely that it is difficult to
impose explicit conditions on the quantum states that imply that the aforementioned as-
sumptions on M and µM are satisfied. It is however possible to construct in a simple way
explicit microscopic models and corresponding families of quantum Fock states such that
any given MSO can be obtained in the quasi-classical limit. Let us discuss the construction
in detail for the simple MSO of one spinless particle with no additional external potentials,
moving in a region Λ Ă Rd, d ě 2, since the generalization to N particles with an interaction
potential V is trivial: the MSO reads in this case
HA “ `´i∇´Apxq˘2 , (2.14)
with A P L2locpΛ;Rdq a given (divergence-less) magnetic potential.
Definition 2.4 (Microscopic system).
Let K “ Λˆ be the (Pontrjagin) dual of Λ, with ν “ h Haar measure, and HA :“ Cd´1 b
L2pΛˆ,dνq. Assume also that the particle have the following electromagnetic coupling factor,
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in Coulomb gauge:
λpx;kq “
d´1ÿ
γ“1
λApkqe´ik¨xeγpkq,
where eγ , γ “ 1, . . . , d´ 1, is the polarization basis, and λA P HA such that there exists λ´1A
satisfying λApkqλ´1A pkq “ 1 a.e.. Finally, let ω be the dispersion relation of the radiation field,
i.e., a positive function of k. Then, the microscopic model of a spinless particle interacting
with the radiation is described by the Hamiltonian
HA “ p´i∇´ϕpλqq2 ` dΓpωq. (2.15)
An explicit example of λA is for instance
λApx;kq “ 1a
|k|
e´
|k|2
2 ,
corresponding to a Gaussian charge distribution.
It remains now to define the appropriate quantum states. We make use of squeezed
coherent states converging to a measure concentrated outside of Cd´1 b L2pΛˆ; |k|dhpkqq.
Definition 2.5 (Squeezed coherent states).
A squeezed coherent state in ΓspHAq is defined as
Ξpf1,ε, . . . , fγ,εq “ exp
!
1
ε
ř
γ
´
a
:
γpfγ,εq ´ aγpfγ,ε
¯)
Ω , (2.16)
where f1,ε, . . . , fd´1,ε P L2pΛˆ,dhq and Ω P ΓspHAq is the Fock vacuum vector.
Let us also remark that the Fourier transform of the divergence-less field A P S 1pΛ;Rdq
can be written as
Aˆpkq “
d´1ÿ
γ“1
Aˆγpkqeγpkq , (2.17)
for some suitable Aˆγ P S 1pΛˆq.
Definition 2.6 (Quasi-classical coherent Fock vectors).
Let tξεuεPp0,1q Ă C80 pΛˆq be a family of standard mollifiers, i.e., smooth functions with com-
pact support Ă Λˆ). Then, the quasi-classical family  ΨAε (εPp0,1q of coherent Fock vectors
associated to A is given by
ΨAε “ Ξ
´
λ´1
A
pAˆ1 ˚ ξεq, . . . , λ´1A pAˆd´1 ˚ ξεq
¯
. (2.18)
Proof of Theorem 1.6. The proof exploits the fact that on operators that are polynomial
functions of the creation and annihilation operators, the Weyl operators act explicitly as
translations. The strategy is explained in detail for the quasi-classical limit of Nelson-type
Hamiltonians in [CF17, §3.4]. In addition, due to the analogue of [CF17, Proposition 3.11],
the classical limit on squeezed coherent states takes a simple and explicit form. To sum
up, using explicit computations it is possible to prove the following convergence, for any
quasi-classical family of Fock states ΨAε :@
ΨAε
ˇˇ
HA
ˇˇ
ΨAε
D
ΓspHq
´ cε “: HAε s-resÝÝÝÑ
εÑ0
HA
whereHA is the Hamiltonian of the microscopic model provided in Definition 2.4. This is the
desired statement for a single spinless particle with no external potential. The generalization
of the above result to N particles in presence of a many-body potential V is trivial. 
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3. Ground State Energy
In order to prove Theorem 1.9, we state some preparatory lemmas. First of all, since
we make use of the diamagnetic inequality (see, e.g., [LL01, Theorem 7.21]), we recall here
explicitly this very well-known result for the convenience of the reader.
Proposition 3.1 (Diamagnetic inequality).
Let Λ Ă Rd be open and let A P L2locpΛ;Rdq and f P L2pΛq be such that pBj ´ iAjqf P L2pΛq,
j “ 1, . . . , d. Then, |f | P H1pΛq and pointwise for a.e. x P Λˇˇ
∇|f |pxqˇˇ ď ˇˇp∇´ iAqfpxqˇˇ. (3.1)
The first question to address is the boundedness from below of Hε, of Hε, and of
infµPM2,ω
´
σ
`
Heffpµq
˘ ` cpµq¯.
Lemma 3.2 (Boundedness from below).
Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.9 be satisfied, then uniformly w.r.t. ε P p0, 1q
σpHεq ě ´C ą ´8 , (3.2)
σpHεq ě ´C ą ´8 , (3.3)
inf
µPM2,ω
´
σ
`
Heffpµq
˘` cpµq¯ ě ´C ą ´8 . (3.4)
Proof. The bound (3.2) follows directly from Theorem B.1.
In order to prove (3.3), we pick a function ψ P Dr´∆ ` V`s; then, by the diamagnetic
inequality (Proposition 3.1), and positivity of dΓpωq and V`, we get
xψ|Hε |ψy2 “
Nÿ
j“1
!@
ψ
ˇˇp´i∇j ´Aj,εpxjqq2 ˇˇψD2
` @ψ ˇˇN´1xϕ2yεpx1, . . . ,xN q ´A2j,εpxjqˇˇψD2 ´ xψ |σj ¨Bj,εpxjq|ψy2
)
` xψ |Vă|ψy2
ě
Nÿ
j“1
!@
ψ
ˇˇ
N´1xϕ2yεpx1, . . . ,xN q ´A2j,εpxjq
ˇˇ
ψ
D
2
´ xψ |σj ¨Bj,εpxjq|ψy2
)
` xψ |´∆` Vă|ψy2 .
Now, x-a.e. N´1xϕ2yε´A2j,εpxq is a variance term (see Remark 1.4), and therefore positive.
Using then the Kato-smallness of Vă and of
ř
σj ¨Bj,εpxq, which is actually infinitesimally
Kato-small in the sense of quadratic forms, we conclude the proof.
It remains to prove (3.4). Let µ P M2,ω and ψ P Dr´∆ ` V`s. Similarly to the proof of
(3.3) above, by diamagnetic inequality and positivity, we get
xψ|Heffpµq |ψy2 ě
Nÿ
j“1
@
ψ
ˇˇp´i∇j ´Aj,µpxjqq2 ´ σj ¨Bj,µpxjqˇˇψD2 ` xψ |Vă|ψy2
ě xψ |´∆` Vă|ψy2 ´
Nÿ
j“1
}σj}Csd }Bj,µ}L8pΛ;Rdq .
The first term of the r.h.s. is bounded from below, since Vă is Kato-small by hypothesis. It
remains to show that
´
Nÿ
j“1
}σj}Csd }Bj,µ}L8pΛ;Rdq ` cpµq
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is bounded from below uniformly with respect to µ P M2,ω: however, for any δj ą 0,
}Bj,µ}L8pΛ;Rdq ď 2
›››ω´1{2bj eˆ›››
L8pΛ;Hdq
ż
Hω
dµpzq }z}Hω
ď 1
δj
ż
Hω
dµpzq }z}2Hω ` δjpd´ 1q
›››ω´1{2bj›››2
L8pΛq
“ 1
δj
cpµq ` δjpd´ 1q
›››ω´1{2bj›››2
L8pΛq
.
Choosing now δj “ N }σj}Csd , we get
´
Nÿ
j“1
}σj}Csd }Bj,µ}L8pΛ;Rdq ` cpµq ě ´Npd´ 1q
Nÿ
j“1
}σj}Csd
›››ω´1{2bj›››2
L8pΛq
(3.5)
which is independent of µ and bounded from below. 
We have now all the elements to prove Theorem 1.9.
Proof of Theorem 1.9. Let us set Jeffpµq :“ Heffpµq ` cpµq. Following [CF17, Lemma 3.20],
it is possible to prove that
inf
µPM2,ω
σpJeffpµqq “ inf
µPMfin
σpJeffpµqq ,
where Mfin :“ MfinpHωq is the set of finitely supported Radon probability measures on
Hω, i.e., the subset of M2,ω consisting of measures such that there exists I Ă N finite,
tαjujPI Ă r0, 1s, with
ř
jPI αj “ 1, and tzjujPI Ă Hω, such that
µ “
ÿ
jPI
αjδpz ´ zjq .
Let us consider now vectors of the form φb Ξpzq, with φ P Dp´∆D ` V`q and z P Hω, and
where we recall that Ξ is the squeezed coherent state as in Definition 2.5: for a vector-valued
z “ pz1, . . . , zd´1q, we denote by Ξ the following tensor product
Ξpzq :“ Ξpz1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Ξpzd´1q P Cd´1 b L2ωpKq.
Using the properties of squeezed coherent states and, in particular, that Ξpzq Ñ δp ¨ ´ zq,
the upper bound is easy to prove. In fact, setting
F :“
"
tzjujPI Ă Hω
ˇˇˇ
I Ă N finite , tαjujPI Ă r0, 1s,
ÿ
jPI
αj “ 1
*
,
we get
σpHq ď inf
F
inf
φPDp´∆D`V`q,}φ}2“1
ÿ
jPI
αj xφb Ξpzjq|Hε |φb ΞpzjqyH
“ inf
µPMfin
inf
φPDp´∆D`V`q,}φ}2“1
xφ|Jeffpµq |φyL2pΛq “ inf
µPMfin
σpJeffpµqq “ inf
µPM2,ω
σpJeffpµqq.
(3.6)
It is then sufficient to show that also
lim inf
εÑ0
σpHq ě inf
µPM2,ω
σ
`
Jeffpµq
˘
. (3.7)
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Since Dp´∆D` V`q bDpdΓpωqq is a core of Hε, for any δ ą 0, it is possible to find a vector
Πε,δ P Dp´∆D ` V`q bDpdΓpωqq satisfying
xΠε,δ|Hε |Πε,δyH ă σpHεq ` δ . (3.8)
Since in addition the vectors of the form ψ b Ξpzq, with ψ P Dp´∆D ` V`q and z P Hω,
are total in H (L2ωpKq is dense in L2pK,dνq and therefore Hω is dense in H), and belong to
Dp´∆D`V`qbDpdΓpωqq, it is possible to choose for any δ ą 0, the vector Πε,δ in the form
Πε,δ “
Mpδqÿ
j“1
ζj,δpεqψj,δ b Ξ
`
zj,δ
˘
,
where zi,δ ‰ zk,δ, for i ‰ k, and each ψi,δ is normalized; finally, the ζi,δpεq satisfy
Mpδqÿ
j“1
|ζj,δpεq|2 ` 2Re
ÿ
jăk
ζ˚j,δpεqζk,δpεq
@
ψ˚j,δ
ˇˇ
ψk,δ
D
2
e
´ i
ε
Imxzj,δ|zk,δy
H
´ 1
2ε
‖zj,δ´zk,δ‖
2
H “ 1 . (3.9)
Now, ˇˇˇ
2Reζ˚j,δpεqζk,δpεq
@
ψ˚j,δ
ˇˇ
ψk,δ
D
2
ˇˇˇ
ď |ζj,δ|2 ` |ζk,δ|2 ,
so (3.9) yields
řMpδq
j“1 p1´ Cj,δpεqq|ζj,δpεq|2 ď 1, where
0 ď |Cj,δpεq| ď 2Mpδq max
jăkPMpδq
e´
1
2ε
‖zj,δ´zk,δ‖
2
H ,
and Cj,δpεq Ñ 0 as εÑ 0. Therefore, it follows that each pζj,δpεqqεPp0,1q is uniformly bounded
for ε small enough, e.g., for ε “ ε0 ą 0 such that Cj,δpε0q ď 1{2 for any j.
Given Πε,δ of this form, the corresponding expectation of Hε can be explicitly computed
and takes the form
xΠε,δ|Hε |Πε,δyH “
Mpδqÿ
j,k“1
ζ˚j,δpεqζk,δpεqe´
i
ε
Imxzj,δ|zk,δy
H
´ 1
2ε
‖zj,δ´zk,δ‖
2
H
ˆ
!@
ψj,δ
∣
∣´∆D ` V px1, . . . ,xN q
∣
∣ψk,δ
D
2
` xzj,δ| dΓpωq |zk,δyH
` i
Nÿ
ℓ“1
”@
ψj,δ
ˇˇ`xzj,δ|λℓpxℓqeˆyH ¨∇ℓ `∇ℓ ¨ xλℓpxℓqeˆ |zk,δ yH˘ˇˇψk,δD2
´ @ψj,δ ˇˇ`σℓ ¨ xzj,δ |bℓpxℓqeˆyH ` σℓ ¨ xbℓpxℓqeˆ |zk,δ yH˘ˇˇψk,δD2
` @ψj,δ ˇˇ`xzj,δ|λℓpxℓqeˆyH ¨ xzj,δ|λℓpxℓqeˆyH ` xλℓpxℓqeˆ|zk,δyH ¨ xλℓpxℓqeˆ|zk,δyH˘ˇˇψk,δD2
`
A
ψj,δ
ˇˇˇ
xzj,δ|λℓpxℓqeˆyH ¨ xλℓpxℓqeˆ|zk,δyH ` εpd´ 1q }λℓpxℓq}2H
ˇˇˇ
ψk,δ
E
2
ı)
. (3.10)
Now let pζj,δqMpδqj“1 Ă C be cluster points of each pζj,δpεqqεPp0,1q corresponding to a common
subsequence, satisfying
Mpδqÿ
j“1
|ζj,δ|
2 “ 1 ,
then, it is not difficult to see that the corresponding cluster point of (3.10) has the form
Mpδqÿ
j“1
|ζj,δ|2
@
ψj,δ
ˇˇ
Jeff
`
δp¨ ´ zj,δq
˘ˇˇ
ψj,δ
D
2
.
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Therefore, setting
Dgspδq :“
"´
pζj,δqMpδqj“1 , tzj,δuMpδqj“1 , tψj,δuMpδqj“1
¯
Ă Cˆ Hω ˆ L2pΛN ;Csq
ˇˇˇ
Mpδqÿ
j“1
|ζj,δ|2 “ 1, }ψj,δ}2 “ 1
*
, (3.11)
we have
lim inf
εÑ0
xΠε,δ|Hε |Πε,δyH “ inf
Dgspδq
Mpδqÿ
j“1
|ζj,δ|2
@
ψj,δ
ˇˇ
Jeff
`
δp¨ ´ zj,δq
˘ˇˇ
ψj,δ
D
2
ě inf
}tζj,δuj}ℓ2“1, zj,δPHω
Mÿ
j“1
|ζj,δ|2 σ
´
Jeff
`
δp¨ ´ zj,δq
˘¯
ě inf
µPMfin
σpJeffpµqq “ inf
µPMω
σpJeffpµqq .
Hence
inf
µPMω
σpJeffpµqq ă σpHεq ` δ ,
for any δ ą 0, and this completes the proof. 
Appendix A. Infinite Dimensional Semiclassical Analysis
In this Appendix we briefly outline some of the tools of bosonic semiclassical analysis in
infinite dimensions used throughout the text, see, e.g., [AN08, AN09, AN11, AN15, AF14,
ABN17, AFP16, AF17, LP14, Fal16, Fal17] for an overview of the theory and its applica-
tions. We essentially adopt the notation of [AN08], and to a lesser extent of [Fal16, Fal17].
Throughout the rest of this section, let us denote by Z a generic separable complex Hilbert
space.
Definition A.1 (Polynomial symbols).
Let p, q P N. A function s : Z Ñ C is a pp, qq-homogeneous polynomial symbol on Z ,
denoted as s P Pp,qpZ q, iff there exist s˜ P L pZ bsp;Z bsqq, such that$&
%spzq “ xz
bq |s˜ zbp y
Z bsq
,
s˜ “ 1
p!
1
q!
Bpz Bqz¯ spzq,
where the derivatives in the second equation are Gaˆteaux derivatives.
In addition, a pp, qq-homogeneous symbol s is compact, denoted as s P P8p,qpZ q, iff the
corresponding operator s˜ P L8pZ bsp;Z bsqq (i.e., it is compact).
It is possible to quantize pp, qq´homogeneous symbols using the well-known Wick quanti-
zation rules. To s P Pp,qpZ q it is associated the operator sWick
sWickæZ bn P L pZ bsn;Z bsn`q´pq ,
sWickæZ bn :“ 1rp,`8qpnq
a
n!pn` q ´ pq!
pn ´ pq! ε
p`q
2 ps˜bs 1æZ bsn´pq .
The aforementioned construction can be extended to suitable homogeneous polynomial sym-
bols that are only densely defined (e.g., symbols s whose corresponding s˜ is a densely defined
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closed operator). The basic symbol-operator correspondences heavily used in bosonic quan-
tum field theories are the following: let ξ P Z , and T self-adjoint on Z , then
sξpzq “ xξ|zyZ ÐÑ sWickξ “ apξq; (A.1)
s¯ξpzq “ xz|ξyZ ÐÑ s¯Wickξ “ a:pξq; (A.2)
sT pzq “ xz|TzyZ ÐÑ sWickT “ dΓpT q. (A.3)
More generally (see, e.g., [AN08, Proposition 2.4]), for any ηj , ξk P Z
spzq “
pź
j“1
qź
k“1
xz|ηjyZ xξk|zyZ ÐÑ sWick “ a:pη1q . . . a:pηpqapξ1q . . . apξqq . (A.4)
The reader interested in quantization procedures and semiclassical analysis should refer to
textbooks such as [Fol89, Zwo12] for finite dimensional phase spaces, and as already men-
tioned [AN08, Fal17, Fal16] for infinite dimensional phase spaces.
Let us now analyze the convergence of bosonic quantum states to classical cylindrical and
Radon measures. It is possible to prove convergence of a family of regular quantum states of
the C*-algebra of canonical commutation relations to a cylindrical measure, in two suitable
topologies, under very mild conditions on the quantum states, e.g., uniform boundedness of
their norm w.r.t. the semiclassical parameter. The analysis of such convergence is carried
out in detail in [Fal16]; in the Proposition below we provide a partial result that covers what
is needed in this paper.
Proposition A.2 (Convergence of states).
Let tΨεuεPp0,1q Ď ΓspZ q be a family of Fock space vectors such that
sup
εPp0,1q
‖Ψε‖ΓspZ q ď C ă `8 ;
then the set of cluster points ClusterPεÑ0pΨε, ε P p0, 1qq w.r.t. a suitable topology P5 is not
empty. If in addition, tΨεuεPp0,1q satisfies the no loss of mass condition, the convergence holds
in the upper bound topology P _ T6. If M P ClusterPεÑ0pΨε, ε P p0, 1qq, then M P McylpZ q
is a cylindrical measure on Z .
The notation Ψε ÑM and Ψε Ñ µ, used throughout the text, means convergence (up to
an eventual subsequence extraction as explained in Sect. § 1.2) in the upper bound P _ T
topology, respectively to a cylindrical measure M and to a cylindrical measure concentrated
as a Radon probability measure µ (on some suitable space).
Adding additional hypotheses, such as assumption (A3), it is possible to obtain additional
information on the cluster points of a family of Fock vectors. In fact, it is possible to prove
their concentration as Borel Radon measures on a suitable space, that may differ from Z
(e.g., on the space Hω for vectors satisfying assumption (A3), that is not embedded nor
embedding H, if ωpkq “ |k|, although they share a common dense subset). The following
theorem is again an adaptation to our context (see Sect. § 1.1 for the definitions of the
objects appearing below) of a more general result, proved in [Fal17, Theorem 3.3].
5P is the weak topology on quantum states (Ψε defines uniquely the state xΨε | ¨ ΨεyΓs) of the C*-algebra of
canonical commutation relations, with respect to compactly supported and smooth cylindrical observables,
see [Fal16] for additional details.
6T is the (preimage of the) topology of pointwise convergence of the generating functional xΨε|W p¨qΨεyΓs
associated to Ψε, where W p¨q is the Weyl operator [Fal16].
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Theorem A.3 (Concentration of Wigner measures).
Let pΨεqεPp0,1q Ă ΓspHq, satisfying (A3). If Ψε ÑP M P McylpHq, then the convergence holds
as well in the P _ T topology (introduced in Proposition A.2), and M is concentrated as a
Borel Radon measure µ P M2δ,ω Ă M
`
Hω
˘
of probability measures with finite momenta up
to order 2δ. In particular, ż
Hω
dµpzq ‖z‖2δHω ď Cpδq , (A.5)
where Cpδq is the constant appearing in (A3).
Let us conclude with two following results. The the first one is an adaptation of [AN08,
Corollary 6.4] to vectors satisfying Theorem A.3.
Proposition A.4 (Classical limit).
Let pΨεqεPp0,1q Ă ΓspHq, satisfying (A3) and such that
Ψε Ñ µ P M2δ,ω .
Then, for any compact polynomial symbol of order at most 2δ,
s P à
p,qPN
p`qď2δ
P
8
p,q
`
Hω
˘
,
the quantum expectation of its Wick quantization converges to the classical expectation of the
symbol:
lim
εÑ0
A
Ψε
ˇˇˇ
sWickΨε
E
ΓspHq
“
ż
Hω
dµpzq spzq.
It is possible to extend the convergence of Proposition A.4 to any polynomial symbol (of
degree at most 2δ) that can be suitably approximated by a pointwise converging sequence of
compact symbols. It is sufficient that the Wick quantizations of the approximating symbols
converge in average to the quantization of the original symbol uniformly w.r.t. ε; and that the
approximating symbols can be dominated by a µ-integrable function. The latter properties
are satisfied for example by the free photon energy dΓpωq “ `‖z‖2Hω˘Wick, that thus converges
in average in the limit εÑ 0:
Corollary A.5 (Energy convergence).
Let cε be given by (1.22), where Ψε satisfies (A3), and cpµq by (1.37), then,
cε ÝÝÝÑ
εÑ0
cpµq, (A.6)
up to a subsequence extraction.
Appendix B. Pauli-Fierz Operator
We discuss here briefly the question of self-adjointness of the PF Hamiltonian defined in
(1.16), under the assumptions (A1) and (A2). The functions λ and b are given in (1.13)
and (1.15) respectively. With such hypothesis, it is possible to prove only essential self-
adjointness of H, while the precise domain of self-adjointness can be characterized with
additional assumptions on λ and b [Fal15, Hir00, Hir02, HH08, Mat17].
Let us denote by DpT q the domain of self-adjointness of an operator T , and by DrT s its
form domain. Let us remark that Theorem B.1 below, as well as the other results in this
paper, hold also if (A1) is not satisfied, i.e., a different gauge is chosen. However, with this
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choice, the Hamiltonian H in (1.16) can equivalently be written as
H “ ´∆D `ϕpλq ¨ ϕpλq ` ia:pλq ¨∇` i∇ ¨ apλq ` V ` dΓpωq ´ σ ¨ ϕpbq , (B.1)
and ´∆D is the Laplacian with Dirichlet boundary conditions. All the terms of the operator
but the last one are meant to be multiplied by 1Cs .
Theorem B.1 (Self-adjointness of H).
Let λ,b P L8pΛN ;HdN q, with ∇ ¨ λ P L8pΛN ;Hq, and let (A2) be satisfied. Then,
‚ H is essentially self-adjoint on `Dp´∆D ` V`q bDpdΓpωqq˘ X C80 pdΓp1qq;
‚ If, in addition, λ P L8
´
ΛN ;
`
Drω ` ω´1s˘dN¯, ∇ ¨ λ P L8`ΛN ;Drω´1s˘, and b P
L8
`
ΛN ;Dpω´1qdN˘, then H is self-adjoint on Dp´∆D`V`qbDpdΓpωqq and bounded
from below, with bound uniform w.r.t. ε.
Proof. Essential self-adjointness is proved using the criterion [Fal15, Theorem 3.1, see also
§4.3 for the application to PF-type Hamiltonians]. As already mentioned, there are several
different proofs of self-adjointness, with different assumptions [Hir02, HH08, Mat17], here
we have used the most general ones [Mat17, Theorem 5.7]. 
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